A GLOBAL EARTH IN THE CLASSROOM

New Voices in the History of Early Modern Education

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP 24 FEBRUARY 2022
Organization: David Salomoni, University of Lisbon
**PROGRAM**

1st session (2.00-3.50 PM, London time)

**JESUIT EDUCATION AT THE DAWN OF GLOBALIZATION**

*Chair: Cristiano Casalini, Boston College*

- **2.10-2.25 PM** · **Introductory remarks** · David Salomoni and Henrique Leitão
- **2.30-2.45 PM** · **Some remarks on the education provided by the Jesuits in the early modern Provincia Brasiliae** · Carolina Vaz de Carvalho
- **2.50-3.05 PM** · “For these parts of infidels great learning is not needed”: Jesuit education and pedagogical responsibilities in the early modern Indian subcontinent · Bradley Blankemeyer
- **3.10-3.25 PM** · Every land is a moral metaphor: World Geography portrayed by Daniello Bartoli S.J., 1664 · Laura Madella
- **3.30-3.50 PM** · **Discussion**

2nd session (4.00-5.30 PM, London time)

**PROFESSIONAL AND URBAN EDUCATION IN RENAISSANCE EUROPE**

*Chair: Luana Salvarani, University of Parma*

- **4.00-4.15 PM** · Credit and courtesy: educating the merchant in Renaissance Milan · Federico Piseri
- **4.20-4.35 PM** · Under the Musical Law: Teaching Music to Rule the Earth in Europe, XV-XVI century · Jessica Ottelli
- **4.40-4.55 PM** · Humanism in Schools and the Gender Divide. Latin and vernacular Education for Boys and Girls in Verona, 1405-1509 · Francesca Masiero
- **5.00-5.30 PM** · **Discussion, final remarks, and greetings**

To attend the workshop register by sending an email to: dsalomoni@fc.ul.pt